Aim of the course

**Aim of the course** is: to understand the effect of collective traumas on intergroup relations. The course covers the most important socio-psychological theories of intergroup conflicts (scapegoat theories, systematic frustration and the role of ideologies in intergroup violence), and the psychology of violence justification (cognitive dissonance theory, conformity and the ignorance of pluralism, studies by Milgram and Zimbardo). Individual and collective consequences of social trauma, the importance of collective memory in respect of social identity and intergroup relations will be discussed as well. Besides theoretical approaches to intergroup violence and its consequences special attention will be paid to Holocaust, anti-bias and human rights education in connection with genocide prevention and promoting intergroup tolerance.

Learning outcome, competences

**knowledge:**
- is acquainted with the most important theoretical approaches in the field of social psychology of intergroup conflicts and intergroup violence
- is familiar with the different symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder, the formation of these symptoms, and the conditions of facing collective traumas and reconciliation
- is familiar with the international standards for Holocaust education

**attitude:**
- can empathise with the consequences of collective traumas across generations
- is sensitive to the psychological needs of the members of groups affected by collective traumas
- respects the human dignity of the victims and their descendants

**skills:**
- is able to analyse the experiences of the different actors in the society of collective violence
- is able to reflect on Holocaust education in the human rights education framework
- is able to apply the international Holocaust education standard for evaluating Holocaust exhibitions and teaching materials

Content of the course

**Topics of the course**

- Introduction
- Collective trauma and collective identity
- Post-traumatic stress disorder and transmission of trauma across generations
- Collective memory and intergroup emotions
- The psychology of collective violence
- Prejudice and genocide
- Modernity and genocide
- The model of the society of the Holocaust, the motivations of rescuers
- Holocaust education in the framework of human rights education
- Survivor testimonies in education
- Education on the Roma genocide
- The method of peer guiding in Holocaust education
- Children literature and Holocaust education
Learning activities, learning methods

- lectures and presentations
- experimental learning: different approaches in Holocaust education and comparison of different exhibitions
- development of own teaching plan

Evaluation of outcomes

Learning requirements, mode of evaluation, criteria of evaluation:

requirements
- oral presentation
- essay on collective memory (comparison of two exhibitions: House of Terror and Holocaust Memorial Center)
- development of teaching plan
- final test

mode of evaluation: complex (written and oral)
- 20 % oral presentation
- 25 % essay
- 25 % development of teaching plan
- 30 % final test

criteria of evaluation:
- adequate knowledge of the literature
- the application of Holocaust education guidelines and methods

Reading list

Compulsory reading list

- Herman, J. L. (2010) Trauma and Recovery. From domestic abuse to political terror. Pandora

Recommended reading list

Imhoff, R., Bilewicz, M., Hanke, K., Kahn, D. T., Henkel-Guembel, N., Halabi, S., ... & Hirschberger, G. (2016). Explaining the Inexplicable: Differences in Attributions for the Holocaust in Germany, Israel, and Poland. *Political Psychology*